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3 Various Systems of Electromagnetic Units 

Sect. 3 

The various systems of electromagnetic units differ in their choices of the 
magnitudes and dimensions. of the various constants above. Because of relations 
(A.5) aod (A.11) there are only two constants (e.g., k,, k;) that can (and must) be 
chosen arbitrarily. lt is convenient, however, to tabulate a)I four constants (k,, · 
k1 , o:, k3) for the commoner systems of units. These are given in Table 1. We oote 
that, apart from dimensions, the em units and MKSA units are very similar, 
differing only in various powers of 10 in their mechanical and electromagnetic': 
units. The Gaussian and Heaviside-Lorentz systems differ only by factors of 4r.. ·,·f:::;;:,.:,_.,,-'
Only in the Gaussian (and Heaviside-Lorentz) system does kJ have dimensions:\-,��� 
It is evident from (A.7) that, with k3 having dimensions of a reciprocal velocity,·� 
E and B have the same dimensions. Furthermore, with k; = c- 1

, (A. 7) shows that ·_ 
for electrornagnetic waves in free space E and B are equal in rnagnirude as well. 

Only elecuomagnetic fields in free space have been discussed so far. Conse- ,�
quently only the two fundamental fields E and B have appeared. There remains :.._ 
the task of defining the rnacroscopic field variables D and H. If the averaged 0:. 

electromagnetic properties of a material medium are described by a macroscopk:e_
_;_ 

polarization P and a magnetization M, the general form of the definitions of D. .-:
and H are 

D=EoE+AP 
} 

H=_!_B-A'M
µ,o 

(A.12):� 

where Eo, µ0, A, A' are proportionality constants. Nothing is gained by making O - , . _,
and P or Hand M have different dimensions. Consequently A and A' are chosen '�='"�::... 

as pure numbers (,\ = A' = l in rationalized systems, A = A' = 4„ in unrationalized �;�·:.,, � 
systems). But there is the choice as to whether D and P will differ in dimensions· _
from E, and Hand M difler from B. This choice is made for convenience and·� 
simplicity, usually in order to make the macroscopic Maxwell equations have a":.·: 
relatively simple, neat form. Before tabulating the choices made for differenr�.
systems, we note that for linear, isotropic media the constitutive relations are:· 
always written 

D=EE
} 

B=µH 

Thus in (A.12) the constants Eo and µ0 are the vacuum values of E and µ. Tue ·
relative permittivity of a substance (often called the dielectric constant) is defined�-
as the dimensionless ratio (E/Eo), while the relative permeability (often called the· . 
permeability) is defined as (µ/ µo). 

Table 2 displays the values of Eo and µ0, the defining equations for D and H,;
the macroscopic forms of the Maxwell equations. and the Lorentz force equation 

Sect. 4 Appendix on Units and Dimensions 

Table I 
Magnitudes and Dimensions of the Electromagnetic Constants for Various 

Systems of Units 
The dimensions are given after the numerical values. The symbol c standsfor the velocity of light in vacuum (c = 2.998 x 10'" cm/sec= 2.998x 10• m/sec).The first four systems of units use the centimeter, gram. and second as theirfundamental units of length. mass. and time (1. m. 1). The MKSA svstem usesthe meter, kilogram, and second, plus current (I) as a fourth dime�sion withthe ampere as unit. 

System 

Electrostatic 
(esu) 

Electroma!rnetic 
(emu) ~ 

Gaussian 

Heaviside-Lorentz 

Rationalized 
MKSA 

k, k, 

l 
c-'(1't') 

�(1'r') 
4-.rc 

µ.. = 10-,4-rr 
(mit-' r') 

C{ k' 
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in the five comrnon systems of units ot'Table 1. For each system of units the
continuity equation for charge and current is given by (A.l), as can be verified
�rom the first pair of the Maxwell equations in the table in each case. * Similarly,
m all systems the Statement of Ohm 's law is J = aE. where a is the conductivity.

4 Conversion of Equations and Amounts between
Gaussian Units and MKSA Units

The two systems of electromagnetic units in most common use today are the
Gaussian and rationalized MKSA systems. The MKSA system has the virtue of
�verall convenience in practical, large-scale phenomena, especially in engineer
'.ng ap�lications. The Gaussian system is more suitable for microscopic problems
mvolvmg the electrodynamics of individual charged particles. etc. Since micro
scopic, relativistic problems are important in this book, it has been found rnost
convenient to use Gaussian units throughout. In Chapter 8 on wave ouides and

. . ,._, b cavrnes an attempt has been made to placate the engineer by writing each key

* Some workers employ a modified Gaussian system of units in which current isdefined by 1 � (�/c)(dqfd!). �hen the currem density J in the table must be replaced by cJ,and the contmmty equauon 15 V· J +{I/c)(iJp/iJ1) = O. See also the footnote below Table 4.
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